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INTRODUCTION

W
elcome to the fantastic world of Nehwon, home to the 
crime-ridden metropolis of Lankhmar, the City of the 
Black Toga, and residence of its questionable heroes, 

Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser! Based on the legendary works 
of Fritz Leiber, DCC Lankhmar allows judges and players to 
experience their own adventures in Nehwon, ones to rival the 
tales of Fafhrd and Gray Mouser. If you’ve ever dreamed of du-
eling in the foggy alleys behind Cheap Street, negotiating with 
supernatural mentors for scraps of forgotten lore, or merely try-
ing to survive one more night in the criminal underworld, DCC 
Lankhmar is for you!

Acting Up in Lankhmar is an adventure for DCC Lankhmar de-
signed for four 2nd-level characters. Although intended for 
play by smaller groups, notes are provided to scale the adven-
ture for up to six players. During the course of this adventure, 
the PCs find themselves working to protect a troupe of actors 
from the machinations of a slighted Lankhmart noble. Success-
fully helping the struggling players earns them both allies and 
enemies in the City of the Black Toga.

BACKGROUND

J
allo of Ratskitter Court is the leader of one of 
Lankhmar’s troupes of actors, mummers, dancers, 
and street performers, a band of troubadours known 

as the Dungsweep Players. Jallo and his fellow Dungsweeps 
eke out a meager living entertaining Lankhmar’s lower class, 
providing an afternoon’s diversion from the harsh realities of 
life in the slums. In addition to sheer entertainment—mostly 
in the form of comedic plays, sensual dances, and violent slap-
stick—the Dungsweep Players insert social messages into their 
works, seeking to expand the minds of their audience and take 
Lankhmar’s aristocracy down a peg or two with satirical rep-
resentations.

The Players’ most recent subject of satirical skewering is a noble 
of moderate power in the city—Duke Borvat. The Duke earned 
Jallo’s ire when the playwright observed the Duke command 
the leader of his house guard, Captain Dimman, to beat an el-
derly pushcart vendor to death for failing to swiftly move his 
cart out of the path of the Duke’s litter as he traveled a crowded 
thoroughfare. Thus, the satirical comedy “The Fiascos of Duke 
Hogfat” was born.

Jallo, knowing little about the Duke’s personal habits, packed 
the play with classic stereotypes of nobility as perceived by the 
city’s poor—gluttony, incompetence, corruption, impotence, in-
cest, murderous rage, etc. Unfortunately for Jallo, this portrayal, 
although drawn entirely from his own imagination, proved to 
be uncomfortably accurate in Duke Borvat’s case. When word 
of the play spread to Lankhmar’s upper class thanks to a few 
slumming nobles’ sons, the city’s aristocrats began attending 
the performances, bringing both cachet and money to the small 
troupe. The show is their most popular performance ever, al-
lowing them to rent a ramshackle theatre on Mummers Court 
in the Plaza Quarter.

It wasn’t long before Duke Borvat noticed the snickers and half-
covered smiles directed towards him at social gatherings, and 
an investigation by Captain Dimman discovered why the Duke 
was the season’s laughingstock. The Duke grew enraged and 
vowed to crush the Dungsweep Players and cancel the play 
permanently. 

Unfortunately, the show’s popularity amongst all social tiers of 
the city ties the Duke’s hands. Although he’d love nothing more 
than to dispatch his house guard to the theatre with orders to 
slaughter every Dungsweep and post their head on pikes in 
Mummers Court as a warning to other play-writing wags, the 
Overlord would have no choice but to levy justice against the 
Duke for such a blatant display. The Duke must work much 
more carefully.

This morning, Captain Dimman and a squad of his men ap-
peared at the theatre with a single order: cancel this evening’s 
show and all subsequent performances of “The Fiascos of Duke 
Hogfat.” He laid no consequences for failure to comply, but the 
unspoken threat was that failure to do so would result in the 
death of Jallo and the Dungsweep Players.

The performers vowed they’d resist the Duke and Jallo now 
seeks to hire a group of sellswords to provide security for the 
evening’s show. His search brings him into contact with the 
PCs and the adventure begins.
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APPENDIX A
SCENES FROM ACT THREE OF  
“THE FIASCOS OF DUKE HOGFAT”
This handout includes a partial script of the play and is intend-
ed to be used by the judge and players pressed into the roles of 
replacement actors during Act Three of the adventure. One PC, 
a warrior or other muscular character, is assigned the role of 
Captain Dim-Mind. The other plays the Agent of Lord Boulder-
shoulder. The judge reads all the other roles.

Two versions of Scene One are provided for the judge’s con-
venience. The first version is quite funny (in this author’s not-
so-humble opinion) but is a little risqué without being outright 

vulgar. It was the author’s intent to capture the “earthy” tones 
of Elizabethan-era plays written for the lower class. It might 
not be appropriate for all judges or players, however, and an 
alternate Scene One is provided if the judge wishes a less risqué 
version. 

Make three copies of each scene: one for each player and one 
for the judge, handing them out at the appropriate time. Don’t 
let the other players see them. Let them enjoy the scenes as they 
are acted out by the performers.

Perform Scene One at the start of Act Three and Scene Two at 
the end, cutting to the other PCs’ search for the poisoner in be-
tween.
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